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Historical Culture and the Mediated Narratives of
Nation
Just as psychoanalysis has taught us to get access to individual identity by
taking into account the person’s past, so it is with culture or a civilization. We
do not know who we are unless we have an adequate understanding of our
past.
						Frank Ankersmit1
There has been a ‘history boom’ in the 2000s, and history has become a significant
part of popular entertainment.2 The commodification of history is a part of historical
culture concerning a wide range of cultural realms in which history is presented.
Besides popular culture and entertainment (e.g. Hollywood films, history magazines,
computer games) also older forms of historical culture, such as school education,
arts, antiques, and museums mould historical consciousness. Public traditions, such
as national commemorations are the central scenes of historical culture. They call for
a discussion of the essence of nations and nationalism in the public sphere. Narratives
about the nation have traditionally served in creating the cultural and political unity
of nations. In recent years, several crises and conflicts have amplified nationalistic
voices around the world. Although academic historiography is only one of the forms
of historical culture, it still matters in forming the historical consciousness of people
and peoples.
Historical culture – or public history, the term often used by Anglo-American
scholars – has been the growing object of research in the 2000s whether it concerns
history theory, cultural history or representations of history.3 The holistic meta1
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historical concept of historical culture (Geschichtskultur) emerged among West
German historians in the 1970s due to the highly complex and difficult German history
of the 20th century. Especially history educationalists started to take extracurricular
sources – historical knowledge outside the discourse of professional historians –
into consideration in teaching at schools. It was a sort of response to the traditional
hermeneutic approaches to history education and part of the tendency to treat
history as a social science, and to criticise historicism and hermeneutics in a social
constructivist scope. Later in the 1980s and 1990s, the popularity of the concept was
linked to the ‘cultural turn’, postmodernism and the rise of memory studies. All in
all, history was no longer seen as an act of mind, but as a social practice.4 As is well
known, the cultural turn had a weighty effect on the philosophy of history, namely in
questioning and redefining the narrativist approaches to history.5
In this essay, I discuss what role historical culture and historical consciousness plays
in the narrating of a nation. I am not so much interested in the historical philosophical
understanding of narrative than in how different forms of historical culture represent
the narratives of a nation. Moreover, although historical consciousness comes close –
sometimes used as a synonym – to the concept of collective memory, I do not discuss
national narrative in reference to memory studies. These highly relevant approaches
are for another study.6
In terms of concepts, I define what is the essence of historical culture, referring
particularly to the ideas by German cultural historian and history theoretician Jörn
Rüsen. I also discuss the different meanings of historical consciousness and historical
thinking and how historical consciousness as the vital component of historical culture
is dependent on the narratives of a given society.
Nevertheless, the focus in this essay is on the role of nation in contemporary
historical cultures. My intention is to suggest approaches how to study historical
culture from a perspective that takes into account the production as well as the
reception context of historical culture in narrating nation. Secondly, I call for studies
that analyse the relationship between academic history and other forms of historical
culture, namely the media representation of history. I emphasise the importance of
mediated and the aesthetic forms of historical culture in creating the view of the
history of a nation.
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The starting point here is Finnish historical culture, yet my arguments are not
based on an empirical evidence. This essay is more like an introduction to the
emphasises I find central when analysing the narratives of a nation in contemporary
societies.
Historical consciousness and sensing history in different context

The concept of historical culture refers to the wide range of activities in which images
and information about the past are produced, mediated and used. It also refers to the
ways in which historical consciousness and sensing history is socially constructed
and expressed in different societies. Historical consciousness has become the fundamental concept to explain the awareness of the history of the human mind and behaviour in the 2000s. It means how modern people broadly and popularly, beyond the
history profession, understand the past.
The ideas of historical consciousness are very much fuelled with radical ruptures
and changes in European history: discontinuity between the past, the present and the
future. Also, the condition of postmodernity with its ideas about plurality and blurring
clear distances and differences between the past and the present have influenced how
history is conceived and experienced. In the Anglo-American academic sphere, it
is more common to use the term historical thinking. Historical consciousness and
historical thinking, however, do not mean exactly the same thing. The latter refers to
more pragmatic and empirical educational agenda. The clearest difference between
the concepts is in how they deal with the relationship between academic history and
other forms of historical culture. For Anglophone history education, the discipline of
history is a governing framework for history education. Rather than being interested
in how everyday life affects the sensing of history, ‘historical thinking’ is interested
in the ways of doing history based on historical literacy.7
The study by social science historian Pilvi Torsti on Finnish historical
consciousness shows that Finns are ‘history people’. They are interested in the past
in many ways. Compared with three other countries (the USA, Australia, and Canada
i.e. countries that talk about public history and historical thinking), where the same
kind of research project was conducted, Finns top the charts practically in every
form of history activity amongst ordinary people.8 The Finnish school system is
famously one of the best in the world according to international studies, such as PISA
(Programme for International Students Assessment).9
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So, does this mean that we should discuss more about historical thinking than
historical consciousness in Finland, because school education has such an important
role among the Finns? Rather than telling the historical culture of nations, the different
terms most likely indicate the different conceptualisations of sensing history.
In addition, Torsti’s survey also shows that approximately all the Finns in the
survey (96% compared to approximately 80% in other countries) had watched history
programmes and films on TV. The clearest difference (85% against fewer than 57%
in other countries) concerned the section ‘Visited historical places or sights’.10 These
kinds of media-related interests in consuming history and ‘re-enacting’ history are
central ways to participate in historical culture in the 2000s.11
Nevertheless, historical consciousness is formed in the historical culture of the
late modern world, where academic history and history education at school only
partly affect how people sense history. Popular practices, such as entertainment,
identity projects and policy justifications often have a more effective role in historical
culture than academic history.12
One of the key theorists of historical culture, Jörn Rüsen, has divided historical
culture into five dimensions: cognitive (kognitive), aesthetic (ästhetische), political
(politische), moral (moralische) and religious (religiös).13 Of these dimensions, the
first three are manifested in sensing history: ‘the subject quality of the temporal
change of the human world’.14 Temporality, or ‘the temporal orientation’ is important
in historical consciousness since it ties ‘the past to the present in a manner that
bestows a present actuality a future perspective’.15
In addition, Rüsen divides ‘a sense of history’ (Sinn der Geschichte) into three
dimensions: content, formal and function, which are all coherently interrelated.
The cognitive dimension of historical culture, content, refers to the ‘quality of
experience’ and reason. It means that we are provided with some factual or other
information about the past and its development towards our time. The functional
dimension refers to historically interpreted time; the past is subordinated, or at least
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it must provide answers to the present.16 In the functional dimension, the orientation
of the presentation becomes crucial. The relationship between the past and the
present is then particularly relevant. This temporal orientation means that historical
consciousness has a practical function.17
This often, though not always, means the political dimension of historical culture
when history is subordinated to serve a certain purpose. That is why it is important to
take into consideration who are producing historical culture and for what purposes.
This has been very relevant in recent years when authoritarian (e.g. China, Russia)
or semi-authoritarian (e.g. Poland, Hungary) countries make history politics. Besides
governmental, the functional motives may also be commercial, such as is often the
case with popular culture representations of history. On the other hand, there is a
substantial risk of failing in mediating the functional dimension of historical culture
if a person does not share the same cultural tradition.
Narrating national history in a state of flux

Traditions play a significant role in historical consciousness; in experiencing time,
valuing historical significance, and setting moral values and reasoning. As Rüsen
writes: ‘Traditional orientations define the “togetherness” of social groups or whole
societies in the terms of maintenance of a sense of common origin.’ In terms of the
identity formation of a nation, they predetermine cultural patterns of self-reliance
and self-understanding. Tradition often means the morality of a nation.18
Indeed, the narratives of nations are embedded in tradition. As Mark Bevir puts
it: ‘A tradition constitutes the necessary background to the beliefs people adopt and
the actions they see to perform.’19 In other words, ‘schematic narrative templates’,
although often universal in origin, are highly dependent on the traditions of a nation,
according to James V. Wertch. What makes them interesting from the point of
historical culture is how these narrative templates are organised and how they shape
new accounts of the history of a nation. Modern states have been the most powerful
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institutions in creating collective memory and historical narratives not only through
official accounts of the past but also by controlling the uses of these accounts.
However, these narratives are by no means stable, they change depending on the
present power structures and other trends.20 Analysing these narrative templates,
we cannot only reveal the dominant narratives of a nation, but also investigate how
inclusive or exclusive they are.
Therefore, one of the levels of studying historical culture is to analyse it through
historical narratives and performances of the past.21 The formal dimension in sensing
history means, first and foremost, historical narrative. It is the realisation of the
linguistic form of historical consciousness, its function of orientation by the telling of
a story. A cogent historical narrative or other form of chronology is one of the aesthetic
dimensions of historical culture as well, albeit only one aspect of it. However, the
importance of the formal dimension in sensing history refers particularly to ritual
forms of historical culture, such as celebrating the independence of a nation.22
Indeed, one of the central meta-narratives of history is that of a nation. Nationalism
can be seen as a ‘master narrative’ and the rhetoric of a nation.23 To keep a nation
together, myths and narratives need to be retold over and over again. On the other
hand, certain narratives are actively silenced or otherwise put behind us.24
Narratives about the nation have traditionally served in creating cultural and
political unity. That is also the case in Finland. ‘National awakening’ started in the
beginning of the nineteenth century, as the image of a Finnish nation and its people
started to evolve through the influences of literature and art, as well as the conscious
efforts of the political and administrative elites.25 Finland followed the European
way of writing history predominantly through ‘the nationalistic gaze’. When modern
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professional history writing started in the mid-eighteenth century, it went hand in
hand with the process of nationalisation in Europe.26
At the same time as history became ‘science’ with Leopold von Ranke and
Wilhelm von Humboldt in the nineteenth century, historians became the prime
architects of nations in creating ‘imagined communities’ (Anderson)27 and ‘inventing
traditions’ (Hobsbawm),28 as the classics of nationalism studies state. Also, the
linkages between historicism and Christianity fuelled the idea of a nation, because
the idealistic theory of history, Ideenlehre, of Ranke et al. was at the heart of their
Christian worldview. The similarities between these two ‘myths’, nation and religion,
were, and still are, obvious: the importance of sacred symbols, monuments, rituals,
cults, fixed calendars, fixed places and using vocabularies of ‘sacrifice’, ‘eternity’,
‘incarnation’, ‘salvation,’ ‘martyrdom’, ‘communion’, ‘resurrection’ and so on.
All in all, as Chris Lorenz puts it in his account of myths and academic history,
‘“scientific” history has never known where to draw the line between myth-making
and myth-breaking, and “scientific” national historians have themselves been very
active in helping to construct the myth of the nation while simultaneously deriving
their “scientific” legitimacy from a discourse of “myth-breaking”.’29
Of the ‘official’ forms of historical culture, also museums have been balancing
between these two stances towards historical myths, yet the myth breaking dimension
is rather new phenomenon. The creation of the museum institution system was in
close relationship with the rise of Western nationalism in the nineteenth century.
Through museums, the history narrative of a nation state was created, reinforced,
and maintained.30
Besides museums, national days have been central commemorative devices in
reinforcing national identity. They are full of shared rituals, symbols and collective
memories communicating the values, attitudes, and strengths of a nation in time
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and place. For states, national days are an important memorial device to build and
mobilise the identity of a nation. However, the traditions of celebrations differ from
country to country.31 Besides annual celebrations, major jubilees, such as centenary
celebrations, are obviously even more important for the identity-building of a nation.
The nationalistic gaze and the idea of independence written in the stars as a
‘master narrative’ is still alive in history schoolbooks and overviews in Finland.
Master narratives are intimately related with history education in order to foster
social cohesion and national identities.32 ‘The story of Finnishness’ is retold by
emphasizing myths, such as Finnish sisu (resolve and bravery). Particularly wars,
especially the heroic Winter War of 1939–40, are strong narratives of Finnishness,
providing a linear storyline. Likewise, the role of tradition in historiography has been
sustained through the developments in history research and disciplinary trends, yet
social science history has questioned the narrative explanations of history in Finland
since the 1970s.33
But this does not mean that Finnish historical culture has not changed in recent
years, quite the contrary. The study by Torsti showed in the early 2010s that images
associated with Finnish history are now more politically and culturally diverse than
before. Finns appreciate the creation of the Finnish school system and the welfare
society more than the Continuation War between Finland and the Soviet Union, for
instance.34
‘War’ was only the sixth of the themes in the Finland 100 programme, the Finnish
centenary of 2017, according to the analysis by social psychologists Inari Sakki and
Eemeli Hakoköngäs. The share of culture was a superior theme according to the
content analysis of the programme, and the welfare state third. Even multiculturalism
was as common as war according to the analysis. Moreover, besides the ‘hegemonic
narrative’ of war – i.e. the patriotic, romanticised and idealised narrative of Finland
being both honoured victim and victor – the representation of war also included
alternative narratives provided by the experiences of individuals and memory
organisations, such as topics about war children, evacuees or soldiers traumatised
by war.35
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Globalisation and the diversifying of Finnish society have changed the setting.
The myth about a united Finnish people with the same ethnic origins has gradually
crumbled along with globalisation and the new results of history research.36 As Rüsen
puts it, “[s]tories and histories must provide answers to questions shared by narrator
and addressee alike, if they, the stories and histories, are to have, and make, ‘sense’
within this communicative context.”37 Especially Germans, but increasingly other
European countries as well, see their national histories as ‘a broken mirror’: there are
several contested narratives about a nation.38 This is not, however, a universal and
linear development. In many East European post-socialist countries, for instance,
grand narratives have been revitalised in history education in the 2000s as a reaction
to globalisation and multiculturalism.39 Also, the right-wing politicians in the U.S.
have attacked ‘anti-American indoctrination’ and a ‘radicalized view of American
history’ in schools.40
Mediated historicity and academic history in historical culture

The Finland 100 programme was an official state programme reporting to the Prime
Minister’s office. Although governmental, the centenary programme also included a
bottom-up perspective meaning that public and private sector bodies and individuals
could suggest a project. The open profile of the programme resulted in a broad range
of themes connected with Finnishness to become addressed.41 The projects funded
by the Finland 100 programme also included films, both fiction and documentary
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films. Besides being politicised, it could also be said that history is increasingly
mediatized.42
The development of communication media has created a mediated historicity,
as media scholar John B. Thompson wrote already in the early 1990s.43 The role of
media in presenting history is, however, a subject of tension among professional
historians. The most obvious criticism of mediated history concerns its tendency
to simplify history, to compare televised history programmes, for instance, with
coffee-table history books that reinforce historical myths.44 However, this attitude
by professional historians has changed during the recent decades. We must also
remember that despite how ‘objective’ the historians aims may be, they are not only
producers but also products of the collective identities of the cultures of which they
are part.45
Especially history in film and television, which are major mediators and a
significant factor in the historical culture in general, have evoked the interest of
scholars in the 2000s.46 In the theorising of historical representations, different media
have evidently become the central objects of analyses in the 2000s.47 One of the
most influential history theoreticians, especially in terms (or should I say ‘turns’)
of narrativist philosophy of history, Hayden White, was already interested in the
representation of history in visual images and the discourse of cinema in the 1980s.48
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Moreover, the central theoreticians of nationalism have noted the importance of the
link between nationalism and media.49 The historiography of presenting nationhood
in different areas of culture, including the media, has interested scholars in many
ways.50 According to the history theoreticians, media play a much more important
role than historians in shaping national discourses and overall representations of the
past.51
One of ‘the principles’ of the studies on historical consciousness is to investigate
the relationship between academic and popular history – the complex relationship
between the professional practice of history and the popular practice of history.52
Despite strong academic roots, ‘modern history writing has never been the sole
guardian of national narratives, and today histories and historians play only a limited
role in the process of continuous reinterpretation of the national pasts’, as Stefan
Berger puts it.53
This was interestingly manifested in the production of Story of Finland exhibition
at the National Museum of Finland. The permanent exhibition is about Finland’s
independent years, and it was opened in 2017 as part of the centenary. Although
located in a major national, state-owned history museum, the exhibition was not
part of the Finland 100 programme, however. The designer and expert team of the
exhibition included also (mostly social science) historians, but their role in the
materialised exhibition was minor, if not infinitesimal. Besides museum professionals,
the exhibition was set up by artists: a film director, a writer, and different set, digital,
lighting and sound designers. Finally, as a sort of an excuse, the short essays the
academic historians wrote for the exhibition were published in a booklet54 to be
purchased in the museum shop.
Therefore, in analysing the role of academic history in historical culture it is, again,
important to reveal the production context of historical culture: How do different
forms of historical culture production, whether the motives are aesthetic, commercial
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or educational, use the latest results of academic history research? Naturally, the
analyses of academic history and aesthetic forms of historical culture provide wide
empirical material for discussing such history philosophical concepts as ‘truth’,
‘authenticity’, ‘proof’ and ‘evidence’ – in addition to the narrativist philosophy of
historiography.
Conclusion

In the late 2000s, history theoreticians Stefan Berger and Alan Megill argued about
whether national master narratives were outdated and beleaguered in Europe.
Megill saw that ‘master’ and ‘grand’ narratives were lacking in essential authority
in the 2000s.55 Berger instead saw the signs of a strong revival of national master
narratives especially in the Eastern European countries that formerly belonged to
the Soviet sphere. He also noticed that fears over ‘the creation of a European superstate transcending the nation-states’ have increased the appeal of national master
narratives.56
Now, about fifteen years later, the reading of Berger seems much more relevant
after the European debt crises of 2008, the refugee crises of 2015, the Catalonian
and Scottish independence movements, Brexit, Hungarian and Polish social-national
conservatism and the overall rise of populist nationalism on the continent.
Acts of national day celebrations and other national commemorations interestingly
unveil what are seen to be crucial characteristics of the nation; national milestone
anniversaries define what are worth commemorating about the past. Thus, as such
occasions and institutions work to define the memorable and the desirable, they also
reveal the boundaries of the undesirable and the unwanted, as well as memories and
ideas that are contested, repressed or seen as unfit in the context of (the fostering of)
nationhood.
What we need to study more is to analyse the production context of these
celebrations – how a nation is narrated and for what purposes: how they have been
originated and how the contents of the narratives have been negotiated. This means
investigating the motives of institutions – both governmental and independent
(artistic, commercial) – and the people behind the representations of nationhood in
these celebrations.
National narratives have been studied especially in history didactics during the
2000s, analysing history schoolbooks, curricula, and other forms of history education.
However, there are few studies that have investigated how young people, especially
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those coming from different cultural backgrounds, experience and construct narratives
of the history of their current home country. There are, however, studies conducted
on history education implicating that young people construct national narratives in
line with their ethnic and religious identities.57
Nevertheless, in terms of the reception context of historical culture, it is important
to analyse how people with a different cultural background experience the narratives
of a nation. Especially the historical consciousness of young people with immigrant
family backgrounds should be in the focus of research.
In our current project Narratives of Finland. Historical Culture, Arts and Changing
Nationality,58 we are interested particularly in young people with multicultural
background in conceiving the narratives of Finnish history, films – both fiction and
documentary films – officially accepted as part of the Finland 100 programme and
the exhibition Story of Finland mentioned earlier. Moreover, the project focuses
on the aesthetic dimension of historical culture: what is the relationship between
artistic expression and an institutional history, and between artistic expression
and academic historiography? The project includes a section on art in which the
concept of nationality is called into question by asking artists with a different cultural
background to take part in producing new viewpoints on the Finnish nation.
Abstract

Academic history is only one of the many forms of mediating history. Popular practices, such
as entertainment, identity projects and policy justifications often have a more effective role in
historical culture than academic history. Public traditions, such as national commemorations are
the central scenes of historical culture. They call for a discussion of the essence of nations and
nationalism in the public sphere.
During globalisation and the rise of multiculturalism, national histories are increasingly said
to be a ‘broken mirror’: there are several and contested narratives about a nation. On the other
hand, there is also a strong tendency to emphasise and reinforce national ‘master narratives’
among nations evoked by social-national conservatism and the overall rise of populist
nationalism.
This essay discusses what role historical culture and historical consciousness plays in the
narrating of a nation. The starting point here is Finnish historical culture. The essay suggests
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approaches how to study historical culture from a perspective that takes into account the
production as well as the reception context of historical culture in narrating nation. It calls for
studies that analyse the relationship between academic history and other forms of historical
culture, namely media representation of history. The essay emphasises the importance of
mediated and aesthetic forms of historical culture in creating a view of the history of a nation.

